FLUNICK – Technical Specifications
Advantages in short
✚ Low soil load
Thanks to the uniform load distribution and low
dead weight, the tool carrier reaches a lower soil
load, than a person on foot.
✚ Soil conserving crawler turning
Turning in smallest space allows the most
efficient exploitation of the available terrain
✚ Low centre of gravity
Excellent climbing ability
✚ GPS/RTK precision
Driving along a given line within a tolerance of
±1cm
✚ Operator safety / health
When spraying plant protection agents, the
operator is out of contact range
✚ Unique power density
The auxiliary hydraulics available for attachments
can be configured individually.

Drive Unit
kind
speed
outer turning radius
wheel motors
pumps
left and right drive units are completely autonomous
Dimensions
length incl. Lifting gear
length excl. Lifting gear
width per unit above motor
width at height of crawlers
crawler width
Axial spacing od chain sprockets
footprint per caterpillar
soil load
Track with infinitely adjustable within (only while moving)
Max. passage under crossbar (Max. Plant size)
fuel tank
dead weight (all systems filled)
Engines
2x Kubota D1305 E3B
total performance
cylinders
cooling type

hydrostatic
0 - 10 km/h
on the spot turning
radial piston pumps with integrated break
infinitely variable piston pump

2.9m
2.15m
0.5m
0.32m
0.23m
1.5m
2
3450cm
2
246g/cm
1.5 - 2.5m
2.3m
2x20L
1700kg

21.7kW/29.5 hp at 3000 rpm
43.4kW/59hp
3
water
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Electrical system (independent system for each crawler unit)
voltage
alternator
battery

12VDC
30A
60 Ah

Undercarriage
kind
caterpillar
material
steel body with rubber profile
In order to minimize damage of soil during a turning manoeuvre, the contact area of the crawler is reduced
depending on the steering angle.
Working hydraulics (independent system for each crawler unit)
pumps
pressure
Connections DW
of which floating position
of which proportional
hydraulic tank

2x 40L/min
180bar
2x 5
2x 2
2x 2
2x25L

Operation
kind
Driving and steering
Hydraulic functions

Radio remote controlled
1 cross lever (travel: forward and backward / steering: left / right)
Pushbutton or switch (central hoist proportional)

Radio controll
range

250m (on sight)

Control
CAN interfaces
of which J1939
of which CANopen
of which Isobus
Options
GPS/RTK

4
1
1
1

SBG Raven
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